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....ii.w n he was a little boy and when his father's business failed in a

lite)town in Austria, and they moved to the big city, and they picked up

the little boy half asleep, and carried him as they left kt1xx their home

and went off on the train, and as they carried him from one train to another,

he opened his eyes and saw strange fire suspen$'ded in the darkness, horrib'e

flares that he g kxkx took to be evil spirits, burning in the hell fire,

and he screamed with terror, and he saw these gas lamps there as the family

changed trains on this experience in his very young life, and he came to

the conclusion later in his life that the shock of this experience resulted

in something that caused him these feelings of terror in open spaces and

traveling, and later he thought over it, and he thought ...l-.... experience,

and realized what it had amounted to.

I was in England in ± 1947, and it was sad then to see the little

children who had lived through the bombing, the terror and the excitement.

I don't know whether the bomb was perhaps as bad as the people with them

who were carrying them, that they hurt the nervous system of many a little

child, as the szkk shock of those experiences were upon them.

Well, Freud was interested asa medical student in trying to heal

people, and particularly interested in nerves, and he began to see that

there were some physical ailments that you couldn't find a physical cause

for, and some of these were known as hysterics. A person would have a

paralysis, and they call this hysteria when you couldn't .b anything, when

you were paralyzed, and you couldn't find' anything wnrig with the brain.

Of course, the brain can cause hysteria. You can have an injury of the

brain. I don't mean hysteria. It will cause paralysis. Many people have

it. But he xl dissected brains where he found nothing to account for the

condition. He found these conditions of paralysis, these strange condi

tions, and he was interested in trying to help them, add his interest

grddually came along to this matter of finding physical results of which

no apparent x physical cause was present, and he worked with different

men. He went up to France, and he worked with a man there who was
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